Bibliography for Fourth Graders

Our Park:

http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/10723777

Folklore:

http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/45045200

Sea/Marine Life

http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/71348733


http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/313658214

http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/881247106

Whaling

http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/29527436

http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/55105826

http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/44167320


**Life in and around ships**


**Fishing**


**Maps and Charts**

http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/795559658

**Ships**

http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/23219403

http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/24216686

http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/28967676

http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/56780963

http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/25412800

**Sailing**

http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/29181954

http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/877180238